Distinct sequence motifs within the 68-kDa subunit of cleavage factor Im mediate RNA binding, protein-protein interactions, and subcellular localization.
Cleavage factor I(m) (CF I(m)) is required for the first step in pre-mRNA 3'-end processing and can be reconstituted in vitro from its heterologously expressed 25- and 68-kDa subunits. The binding of CF I(m) to the pre-mRNA is one of the earliest steps in the assembly of the cleavage and polyadenylation machinery and facilitates the recruitment of other processing factors. We identified regions in the subunits of CF I(m) involved in RNA binding, protein-protein interactions, and subcellular localization. CF I(m)68 has a modular domain organization consisting of an N-terminal RNA recognition motif and a C-terminal alternating charge domain. However, the RNA recognition motif of CF I(m)68 on its own is not sufficient to bind RNA but is necessary for association with the 25-kDa subunit. RNA binding appears to require a CF I(m)68/25 heterodimer. Whereas multiple protein interactions with other 3'-end-processing factors are detected with CF I(m)25, CF I(m)68 interacts with SRp20, 9G8, and hTra2beta, members of the SR family of splicing factors, via its C-terminal alternating charge domain. This domain is also required for targeting CF I(m)68 to the nucleus. However, CF I(m)68 does not concentrate in splicing speckles but in foci that partially colocalize with paraspeckles, a subnuclear component in which other proteins involved in transcriptional control and RNA processing have been found.